The 2008 UNITAS staff proudly presents...

CONTRASTS
'08

In 1962, students struggled to come together as they moved into the first-ever Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School. Forty-six years later, the class of 2008 faces a similar task: to create a vibrant atmosphere in the new building while preserving the memories and traditions of the old facility. The year’s edition of UNITAS serves to aid in this transition.
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Editors:
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the 2008 edition of UNITAS is dedicated to...

Ms. Bette Bridges

Whether it be through her enticing lectures or thought-provoking laboratory experiments, Ms. Bridges has always been able to stimulate students' interests in chemistry. Teaching both high school level and Advanced Placement courses, she has been a great resource, especially for one seeking a career in the subject. Her endless knowledge and amiable personality will be missed deeply. The class of 2008 wishes her the best of luck in all her future ventures.
In Loving Memory
Of
Matthew M. Cream

Matthew Cream, a loving brother, son, an ideal teammate, and a genuine friend. His unconditional love for his family and friends and his joy for life has made an impact on our lives forever. Cream was the life of the party and was unanimously loved by everyone associated with him. His tremendous sense of humor and his glowing smile will remain in our hearts forever. Although you have left us physically, you’re still with us in our hearts, dreams, and prayers. We love and miss you creamy bean. West island sunsets Forever, keep smiling...

Matthew M. Cream
March 14, 1991 - July 2, 2007
- Bob Cornier & Class of 2009
The class of 2008 would like to recognize this year's retiree, Ms. Bridges, for all the knowledge she has passed down. Through her leadership, she has helped many to succeed in high school and continue on towards college or a career.
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Music
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Fine Arts
proctors

Lisa Bodio  Joanne Brown  Brendan Gill
Keith Gill  Victoria Murray  Raymond Wilcox

cafeteria staff

Laura Hendrickson  Debbie Costa  Linda Micklewicz  Pat Paula  Debbie D'Arino
Betty Bernardo  Dina Fasoli  Cheri Cobb-Adams  Ann Pimental  Maria Pimental

custodians

Joseph Braga  Stephen Guarino
cheerleading

1 Sarah Studley, Kelsey Donovan, Katie Sheridan
2 Erin McGrath, Lexi Zonfrelli, Erica Bynarowicz
3 Alicia Levy, Amanda Young, Shauna Blakeslee, Destiny Rabb, Kelly Minardi
field hockey

1 Courtney Kuzmich
2 Susan Yelle
3 Felicia Sylvia, Chloe St. Thomas, Sara Maclellan, Megan Riley, Coach Elaine Sullivan
4 Jill Wyman
5 Elizabeth Worsham
6 Hailee Martin
7 Elizabeth Worsham
1 Coach Dan Buron
2 Brett Wyman, Captain
3 Sam Barrett, Captain, Evan McCarrick, Kris Proule, Stephen McCauley
4 Kevin Bumpus
5 Brett Wyman, Captain, Kyle O'Connell, Colby LeClerc, Captain
6 Jake Williams, Kevin Bumpus
7 Samuel Murdoch, Robert Cormier, Matthew Goodhue
boys' soccer

1 Thomas Mullen
2 Joseph Vella, Capt.
3 Sean Hayes
4 Conor McManus
5 Matthew Goodell, Capt.
6 Keith Black
7 Coach Jonathan Levesque
1 Kassandra Aveni, Leslie Dias, Capt.
2 Candace Marshall, Capt.
3 Kassandra Aveni
4 Laura Callinan
5 Amy Delgado, Capt.
1 Nicholas Ives
2 Patrick Lynn
3 Paul Scleparis
4 Kevin Johnkrow, Captain
1 Jenna Nowlin, Rachel Abbruzzese
2 Meghan Manning, Captain
3 Nicole Marotta, Rachel Abbruzzese
4 Jenna Nowlin, Theresa Burgess, Nicole Marotta
5 Jenna Nowlin, Theresa Burgess
boys' basketball

1 Jordan Wiggins, Captain
2 Matthew Zingg
3 Jonathan Tumiski, Thomas Graziano, Captain
4 Head Coach Larry Fisher, JV Coach
John Kearney
5 Dillon Clancy
Theresa Burgess
Amanda Brown
Jessica Rogers, Captain
Theresa Burgess
Nicole Marotta, Samantha Marotta

- 1 Theresa Burgess
- 2 Amanda Brown
- 3 Jessica Rogers, Captain
- 4 Theresa Burgess
- 5 Nicole Marotta, Samantha Marotta
gymnastics

1 Danielle Haslam
2 Erin McGrath
3 Heather Spring
The Trojans finished the regular season at 8-9-3, qualifying themselves for the state tournament for the fifth time in six years. Under the leadership of captains Nicholas Ives, Paul Scleparis, and Kyle O’Connell, the team also won the Old Colony League Championship for the third time in the last five years.

1 Ted Buckley, Joshua Deangelis  
2 Brian Hughes  
3 Paul Scleparis
boys’ winter track

1. Kyle Reid
2. Joseph Sanford
3. Derek Ramponi
4. Bradley Gordon
5. Andrew Larson
6. Sean Reagan
girls' winter track

1 Amy Delgado
2 Erin Desrochers
3 Kellie Desrochers
4 Kassandra Aveni
5 Andrew Larson
6 Sean Reagan
1 Zack Hixon, Captain
2 Thomas Dunphy
3 Asst. Coach Robert LeRoux, Coach Jeffrey Francis
4 Matthew Oliari, Captain
5 Stephen Libby
6 Roy Marshall
7 Thom Jones
8 Matthew Libby
The 2007 Boys’ Lacrosse team made great strides in their second year as a team. Lead by Captains Adam Jaspon and Robert Clancy, they learned to play as a team, laying a strong foundation for the young team. With a great group of juniors and a surge of returning sophomores and freshmen, the team should continue to improve for years to come.

**Boys’ Lacrosse**

- Robert Clancy
  - Captain

- Adam Jaspon
  - Captain

- Mr. Matt Connolly
  - Coach

**Girls’ Lacrosse**

- Leslie Dias
  - Captain

- Kasey Sheehan
  - Captain

- Karisa Son
  - Captain

- Jessica Correia
  - Captain

- Cheri Sullivan
  - Coach
The 2007 B-R Baseball Team, led by captains Dave Douillette, Kyle St. Thomas, and Brian Shapiro, finished in 2nd place in the Old Colony League with a 5-3 league record, and 11-9 overall for a successful season. The team qualified for the 6th straight year for the state tournament and lost an exciting 4-3 game to Xaverian in nine innings in which Ed Campbell pitched seven scoreless innings and Dave Douillette hit a long, two-out fly ball to the base of the fence in left-centerfield in the bottom of the ninth inning that just missed winning the game. Campbell, a freshman, finished the season with a 6-0 record and an ERA under 1.00 as one of the Old Colony League’s top pitchers. The top hitters for B-R were St. Thomas, Ryan Thayer, Drew Larson, and Dave Douillette. Mitch Keylor, Chris Post, Tim and Dan Belanger, and Dave Nelson also had very good offensive and defensive seasons. Captains-elect for the upcoming 2008 season are Tim and Dan Belanger, and Bobby Hinckley.
Back Row: Ashley McKinnon, Sarah Wilbar, Jenna Manning, Brittany Eldridge, Jessica Berardi, Nicole Fagundes, Kelly Macomber
Front Row: Nicole Brenza, Christina Berardi, Patricia Curley, Rebecca Dion, Leah Pringle,

Amanda Wong
2 Coach Michael Carrozza
3 Pitcher Christina Berardi, Captains Patricia Curley and Rebecca Dion
4 Christina Berardi
5 Leah Pringle
6 Jenna Manning
7 Tara Chipman
8 Ashley McKinnon
9 Sarah Wilbar
10 Nicole Brenza
boys' tennis

1 Back Row: Shaun Doherty, Patrick Lynn, Peter Bournazian, Nicholas Almeida
Middle Row: Stephen McAuley, Aaron Louison, Alex Baird, Connor Bissett, Coach Gerald Cunniff
Front Frow: Steven Viera, Douglas Hall, Zachary Bissett, Tamas Bodorog, Kevin Johndrow
2 Kevin Johndrow, Shaun Doherty
3 Peter Bournazian
4 Stephen McAuley
5 Aaron Louison
6 Zachary Bissett
7 Aaron Louison
8 Kevin Johndrow
9 Zachary Bissett
The 2007 Girls' Tennis team had another outstanding season, qualifying for the State Tournament for the fourth season in a row with a 12-5 record. Led by senior captains Stefanie Crovello and Janine Meagher, the team rallied after losing their first single player, Jackie McGuirk, for most of the season, but the addition of sophomore Kelly Meagher strengthened the singles lineup. Emma Guardia, Katie Williams, Jenna Nowlin, and Ellen Reid played solid doubles for the Lady Trojans. Highlights included the Lady Trojans beating number five seed, Sharon, both during the regular season and in the tournament. The girls were eliminated 3-2, however, in a dramatic three and a half hour quarter-final match by number three, Wellesley. With many excellent returning players, the girls' team looks forward to the 2008 season.
Led by Patrick Omar, Sean MacDonald, Alex Sharp, Brett Wyman, and Robert Cormier, the 2007 boys' track team had a very successful season, ultimately winning third place with a 2-2 Old Colony League record. Pat Omar qualified for Division I States in the 100-meter dash and the 4 x 1 team also made it to the States. With only two seniors graduating, the team anticipates over fifty athletes next year, and hopes to win the Old Colony League title.
girls' track

1 Colleen Buckley, Sarah Cote, Amy Delgado
2 Taylor Murray
3 Salome Wilfred
4 Colleen Buckley
5 Mary Zolga
6 Samantha Bissonette
8 Kelli Hudson
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FOOTLOOSE
younger years
The first pep rally in the new school was a great success! The cheerleaders and football players pumped up the school spirit with their awesome dance to Soulja Boy, and the teachers took their title as "tug-of-war champs." Seniors won the link war and sophomores reigned in the penny war. It set a great start for years to come!
The age old rivalry between juniors and seniors manifested the new Bridgewater-Raynham Regional High School at the close of spirit week. The black and green seniors met the juniors in orange for the historical first game at our state-of-the-art field. Mr. Kearney provided a lively commentary of the close match and Jill Wyman sang the National Anthem beautifully before kickoff. The chilly rain did not dampen the girls’ spirits ad Ashley Gracia proved a great senior quarterback. The final score was 20 to 16 with the juniors being led to victory by quarterback Jenna Manning and the dedicated coaching staff. Vanessa Pereira was awarded the game ball.
The first semi-formal in the new school went off with a bang! Sam Murdoch and Lexi Zanfrelli began their reign as Mr. and Miss Regional. Over 600 people danced the night away and a great time was had by all. One of the most memorable parts of the night was Bobby Cormier’s rendition of Sandstorm. The semi-formal was a great way to bring the old BR spirit to the new school.
1. Colby LeClerc, Amanda Hooben
2. Meagan Harrington, Jon Larcolm
3. Kate Doherty, Ali Esposito
4. Shauna Blakeslee, Eddie Eaton
5. Emily Blanchard, Matt Goodrich
6. Alex Sharp, Kara Clifford
7. Ashley Barker, Ashley Whittemore

junior
An unforgettable night with some unforgettable friends...

From the first to last songs, there was not a person sitting. Junior Prom was a great ending to a great year.
seniors '08
baby pictures

Rebecca Amaral
Laura Antonelli
Brittany Aula
Ashley Baker
Nikki Barthel
Dan Belanger
Tim Belanger
Jennifer Bevis
Greg Booker
Dan Callahan
Shawn Carrico
Kayla Cartwright
James Chaves
Michael Clark
Kara Clifford
baby pictures
baby pictures
February 13, 2008

Senior Valentine's Party

Now

Then
superlatives

Lexi Zonfrelli & Matt Silva

most school spirit

[Image of two people smiling]

[Image of two people smiling]
class dancers

Stephanie Curvelo & Matthew Goodhue

best smile

Courtnie Allen & Peter Jarzma

most talkative
most likely to be famous

Susan Yelle & Joseph Studley

friendliest

Meghan Hale & Denise Miller Rela

quietest

Michaela Rosher & Anthony Berghelli
Michelle Medeiros & Tony Wallera

Lindsay Monahan & Cameron St. Laurent

Amy Delgado & Paul Scleparis
Rachel Abburuzzese

Courtney Allen

"we attract people by the qualities we display, we retain them by the qualities we possess."

AAAJJLLL/PUDDY! T.L.OY.

Mom, Dad, & Pat - tyke

Bobby - good luck next year. Ty!

Minahel Abid

Nickname: Min

Good times with friends and family! Hope you all achieve the best. Love you! MOM and DAD

Rebecca Amaral

Becca, B, Spanky

Hola Kiddles! Wow where do I start? So many memories thanks for the amazing times mis amigos ukwur. Thank you so much Mom, Dad, Rachel and Stephanie! Love you!

"Life is not measured by the breaths we take but by the moments that take our breath away."

Well '08 we made it. Mucho amor to y'all.

Pace our Boys and Girl Scout!

Kayla Amoedo

amoebal

"I'm going to stay 18 forever so we can live like this forever"

08 girls it's been real it's been fake but all together it's been fun. Berom Household, Grusin, Cape Trips, C.W. nova settle. Bear live. AL thanks, L.Y., Mom & Dad thanks for everything Love you.

Class of 09 thanks for making it unforgettable. miss you & good luck.

Laura Antonelli

Mom and Dad, thank you for all the love and support I couldn't have done it without you. Mom and Jill thanks for putting up with me and good luck in whatever you guys do. To my friends, thank for always being there. The times we shared will never be forgotten. Good luck class of '08!
Michael Audette

Quotes: Keep it wolf

Times have happened in these four years, friends have been made. Silva, Booker, Reddy, Keith, Adrian, Harris and everyone I need to mention. Best memories including going to Metal concerts and meeting bands, 12 to the Mandarin, playing poker, Wii, and Harris. That is pretty much all I have to say.

Harris - “What is that, a sheep?”

Brittany Avila

Britz, B.R.O.

To my friends that turned into family. Jly. Christopher, my everything. "I promise forever." I love you. Smooches 3-9-22-06 Prom 06, 07, and 08. For it.


Ina Bagas


Kyle Badger

Allison Avelino

Alexander Baird
Edward Bajercius
Grls w/ Greg, Mike, Ben, Kris, Freddy, Azquaf, Oftlond, Ashion, Chris P.
Had fun w/ J2 disc, wvw, metal and a 2008 baby Harrah

Ashley Baker
Baker.
“These are the days worth living, these are the years worth giving, these are the moments, these are the times, lets make the best of our lives!”
Never forget whitehorse, proms. New Years. Awesome LNT’s. Thanks to my girls who mean the world to me LYSH! Mom, Dad, Lindsey couldn’t have done it w/ a you love you. Good luck class of 08.”

Samuel Barrett
Sammy B.
BR. football, its been real, love you guys like family.
Ski crew, we stomped those mountains, never forget you guys.
Seniors, we made it, class of 08.

Nicole Barthel
Niki.
Well it’s been a long four years. Though these years we’ve gained and lost friends. We’ve grown into different people together. I wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t for the following people: Jodie, Gianna, Britt, Tina, Becca, Chellsy and many more people.

Harris Bajwa
Grls w/ Greg, Mike, Ben, Kris, Freddy, Azquaf, Oftlond, Ashion, Chris P.
Had fun w/ J2 disc, wvw, metal and a 2008 baby Harrah

Joshua Barker

Michelle Barter

Daniel Belanger
“D”
BR. Baseball. A Great Years
“This is not a Mickey Mouse Operation”
Great times throughout High School with you guys.
Neighborhood Crew. never forget.
CYO & Biddy Ballin’
Good Luck Liz, Jasey, Emily.
Thanks for everything Mom & Dad.
MMC - Always Thinking About You.
Jennifer Bevis

"There, there, baby. It's just a textbook stuff. It's in the ABC of growing up now. Now, darling don't lose your head 'cause none of us were angels and you know I love you." My girls April, Kara, Taylor, Jen, Susan, Andrea, Shonna. Love you EB, Meaghan & Erin forever. Mom, Dad and Nicole. Thanks for everything. Good luck 2008! It's been fun!"
CLASS OF 2008

Justin Bieber
Thanks Mom and Dad. EV, KY. Beeks Love You
Soccer 1-4, CC. Chaps 05, 07. Gits
Winter Track 1-4
Spring Track 1-4
Travel Soccer “The Dream Team”
24 on the 24th. 3 years running
Good luck. 08

Shauna Blakeslee
Shawn, Shannu, guity remind me that we’ll still have each other when every thing else is gone
AL bf always IL AL. CC 5 yr rmw
08 girls xmas parties. girls night + sem - best times
cheer girls - pep rally/egg war. all girl boys hotel/im. you all hahaha CUCNEBE R R 05 & 07 crewell. 4720
mom, dad ly for everything. love you
good luck Brandon
see you!

Jared Blount

Emily Blanchard
LP DB TB SM SM - more than a family, still to your roots CM - forever and always creamo - miss you so much RIP
Stay Gold Class of 2008

Steven Boimila
This is for my family, for my brothers, and friends. This goes to sleeping in gym, special sophomore summer at Brit’s, spending nights out with the guys. And last but not least, work for that year.

Gregory Booker
Greg
“Good talks, see you out there” Old School
Kayla-5/12/07 I Love You
PS. 118 for life.
Rogues, the original ganksters

Peter Boumanian
Pete
Skeet
Skeeter
The Boys MG, IC, BH, CR, TV, MW, BW, BG, BR
Hockey. I raise a million Good times in my basement. Ruba Dub Dub thanks for the Grub you Goo? Thank you for everything. Mom and Dad
Good luck, next year. Jaclyn and Sam Ping Pong Champ What you want meez?
Nick B.
Good times Corn, Scal, Curha, Oli, Page, Lynn and Chen. Keep em comin’. 
Family and friends, Mom and Dad. Thanks for everything.

Brian Brown
“Downtown Brown”
Good times playing soccer for 3 years. Good times going to Emmas for $1 pizza night. Great times playing guitar hero and hole 3 at Jan Roberts house...Hanging out with my friends. Peace to all my boys still at BR, CD, BR, DO, and MZ.

Steve Burgess
Steve
I’ll always remember the library study with Lauren, playing Lacrosse, Biddy League, working at Cape Cod Cafe, and spending way too much money on my Blazer. The summer of ’07 was great and it continued into my senior year. Good luck, class of ’08.

Shauna Burke
Shau
Thanks Mom, Dad, Mandee, and John! NHS, Peer leaders 1-4, Winter Track
Good times with good friends, proms, seniors football and hockey games, trips to Boston, concerts, parties, & beach days. \(\text{U}\), \(\text{L}\), \(\text{U}\), \(\text{C}\), \(\text{B}\). Thank you!
“We live not knowing we are changing, but when we realize we’ve changed, we realize we’ve lived.”
William Burns
- Merry Christmas
- Where’s the Clathpin
- Pareebs Melissa, pareebs
- RIP, John Broadlog signed, Cony.
- Mr. Conroy is the most
- Thank you Mr. Quigretta, you are an awesome teacher
- Mrs. Rucker, you are my all time favorite teacher.
- I would not have gotten through high school without you
- Mike Kay, no matter what happens I will love you forever

Matthew Calapa

Brandon Cap
- Merry Christmas
- Where’s the Clothpin
- Pareebs Melissa, pareebs
- RIP, John Broadlog signed, Cony.
- Mr. Conroy is the most
- Thank you Mr. Quigretta, you are an awesome teacher
- Mrs. Rucker, you are my all time favorite teacher.
- I would not have gotten through high school without you
- Mike Kay, no matter what happens I will love you forever

Daniel Callahan

Evelyn Campbell

Nicole Cardaci
- These last four years have been so crazy.
- Battle Scotland links and New Hampshire.
- To the ’05 and ’07. I couldn’t have made it through without Lauren. I wish the best to class of
- Remember No Regrets - peace out BR

Shawn Carrico
- Showtime SB’s after school.
- Postin us with the
- Stones. Rollin deep, short shorts on page sticks.
- RIP, Abon and Jenney. Always missed my dudes.
- Love for my family and friends. Peace to all my bo’s and Girls.
- “I’m a shine. I’m a moke mine”

Kayla Cartwright
- If you take this journey, gotta give yourself completely, we’ll never let nobody ever step on our dreams. And as long as we still stand together.
- Love will find a way.” - Christina Aguilera

- 3 Greg 5/12/07 I love you
- Tara - my best friend - thanks for always being there brotha!
- Somnie
Hey Cesar

Lori & Creama, love you guys always

tryn it poppin with all my boyz and all the

lo mean
to get right? Nah, mean, lolz

OBT. We outta hea baby, KDani

chop for moving stop gettin bagged!!

you mom. Thanks for helpin me get thru

DJ BR & JB.

James Chaves

Jimmy, Chavo

Thanks Mom and Dad

Best of luck to the Class of 2008

Nicholas Chmielinski

Nick, Chin

Good times Joe, Pat M, Pat L, Corey, Brogo.

Rass, Derek, Jeff and many more. Thank you to

my friends and family.

"Life moves fast if you don't stop and look around

once in a while, you could miss it."

Kristopher Clapp

"Ye of Afterwork Quartet

"I just don't care"
Corey Cloudman

Lauren Cohen
BR, thanks for all the memories. I never would have made it through without Nicole and Steve. Mr. Blake you’re a great teacher and confident. Thank you for everything you’ve done for me. The Cape, “there’s a kid” Duxbury? Avoid the situation “hit and run” We don’t break under pressure, best of luck ’08 Go for the happy endings because life doesn’t have sequels.

Jessica Correia

Rachel Costa
I had no excuses! Or the things that we’d done, we were brAve, we were crazy, we were mostly young, wish it was still above me” Kenny Chesney good times, good friends. Last forever U know who you are. My BFF don’t forget our wall of inside jokes! Cops, Love, brAd pcSleY, tk, db, promS. pcowderbU. ’08 MDM ’03

Keith Cogan

Brittany Connolly
Britt, BC “Breathe a little deeper now, because this is who we are.” Here’s to the class of 08. Our years together will always be treasured. Best Friends, NEVER LOSE TOUCH! LMK JR CT, Can-Hen, LBs, BG’s, CANCUN ‘07, 420 CRUISE. These moments are forever sister promised! Mom, Dad, Nina, and Pops. Thanks for everything. Love you All, gl, Kristo R/P ORMAM. So long BB!

Christopher Costa
Mr. Copy set in 8 point Palatino justified ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit in voluptate velit esse cillum dolore eu fugiat nulla pariatur.

Rebecca Costa
ew Cox

Times in the new school, making honor roll,
New friends having fun hanging out and
Away from the crazies far good
eye and so long!

Taryn Crosby

Toy Toy. Ta. To-lynn
“you only live once, so live everyday to the
Fullest!”
Felicia & Matt, you guys have always been there
for me throughout the best and worst of times,
and we have the most amazing memories that
will continue for many more years to come. I love
you both to death '08 Class of 08, you know what it is

Gregory Cratty

Tay Tay, Ta, Ta-Lynn

You only live once, so live every day to the
Fullest!

Felicia & Matt, you guys have always been there
for me throughout the best and worst of times,
and we have the most amazing memories that
will continue for many more years to come. I love
you both to death '08 Class of 08, you know what it is

Michael Cummings

AF-MEB's Always, so many unforgettable
times together. SP and AL, I love you both. 4/20
Jo's bar, 198, Christmas parties at SP's,
1st Got To's, Rosalind Stotts w/ LL, Powderpuff,
pool party. Ok, TYPE, "The List" and more to
BFF always. Mom and Dad, I love you so
type. Good Luck Class of 2008

Jonathon Cinha

Jan
The past four years of high school are years you
dread, but at the same time you don’t. Fondest
memories would be hanging out with friends and
all the great cruises through Middleboro. My
family, all good eggs. A quote I go by is, “Live
first. Life is too short for the BS.” No regrets,
thanks for everything.

Stephanie Curvelo

Kayla Curves. Stephie pool.
Fam. Thanks for everything!
I love you so much! Hope my best!
Thanks for ALL the memories you crazy kids!
I love you and good luck there! Hey SPB ty!
Good Luck '08
Patrick Dam
Pattie Dam
I can’t believe Durphy threw it out the window.

Amy Delgado
Amy D.
Here’s to the good times!
Friends: ANKY, WKG, AKC, CS, AW, AL & the guys!
Al’s best!! tyty!! always! Track, 4x4 even! NE champs! girls by CC.
Good luck, thanks Mom, Dad, Jim, Mike, Kate. Good luck ’08!!!
My wish to you is that your life becomes ALL that you want it to!

Alison Desalliers
My girls and guys l love so many memories thanks for an amazing four years. Mam and Dad thanks for everything Ily, SD and CD I couldn’t have done it without you two. MB I love you thanks for always being there. Syphy we’ll be back!! Good luck, class of 08. College watch out!

Krystle Desrosiers

Leslie Dias
Soccer, Track, Lacrosse
Class of 2008, thanks for the ride and good luck no matter where you end up. Leah and Jesse, I love you both and we will always be best friends, regardless of time and at. MG, it’s been real. Dad and Mom, thank you for all the support and good luck. Mike and Ali.

Kate Doherty
“Katrina”
AE UN my best. Mom and Dad Thanks for everything. BR Hatley Superfans!! *15* my favorite!!
Dunks: Crew, JESS, TMFZ, my girls. Thanks for the memories OR... “Don’t Stop Believing”

Keyara DeBurgo
Kerrie
This is dedicated to my "Soulja Girls" & the true buddies. I had a great 4 years with guys. Seniors ’08. I wanna thank my mom dad. Also, my hubby DeShaun. I love all the guys and I'm gonna miss you.

Lindsay DeWolfe
Donis

School experience has been an incred-
ibly that wouldn’t have been the same
ill my friends, teachers, and my parents
It’s because of those amazing people
-ever carry those memories with me.
R Boys Varsity Soccer Team. “We do
ese times have been great. Thanks

Stephen Downie

Nickname: Downie
The fun times I had messing around with my
teachers from the constant high fives with Mrs.
Thibodeau, to bumping heads and dancing with
Mis. Trosin, Driving Ms. Settino and Mrs. Rog-
ers crazy in English. The clowning around I
did. my dress ups, my good years and the fun I had
with my many many awesome friends, from one
awesome moment to another.

Jennifer Downing

“Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because
happened.” My Loves SYTADKC & the rest of
OS, thanks for making it unforgettable! To the
moments that stand out... semis, prom 07, 311,
punta cana, BG’s, Sharp’s, Cope’s, summer
07...and all the others. Mom, Dad & Jimmy
Type, Joey GI. Next year I’ll Miss you OS; good
luck out there!

Dray

phenomenal year it has been. Chillin
SN, SM, AT, ID, TL, SD, EG, EE, ZK
member WCAS, the seniors the
ys. Thank you all my teachers who
ive up on me. Peace out. Look at me
ade it. Thanks for all the help. I can
battle of wits. History. Hit it.

GaGo

GeGe
Some of the best and worst times I’ve ever
experienced. Good memories with the true few.
Never forgetting to live, laugh & love. “Trust but
not too much love with your heart but let your
mind guide you.” GeGe

Gaëlle Ducheine

April Dumas

After
my best: KC, TT & JD, Ly & tyle – all the girls of
course! Unforgettable times throughout the years.
BG’s, LB’s, girl’s nights at MB’s prom, 311, SL, secret
santas & PUNTA CANA; class of 2008. “It’s been
a wild ride. I wouldn’t change a minute.”
It's about time. So many memories over the past four years. Friends, I love you all. Pooser cw boys. POINTS! Shawn, a nominated senior, ty sil gl next year. Thanks Mom, Dad, Bonnie, Pat and Kelly sil all. SMH - TM my boys. Seniors '08 II miss you guys.

"We came in as friends and left as a family."

Corey Dwyer

Class of '08.
Friends and Family, thanks for everything.
Pat Dom, Dave Gill, The Durgh, Nickerson, Slos, Santo and Mustard, you guys are what made these years worth it. Too many good memories. Mom, Dad, Derek, thanks for always being there.

Edward Eaton III

"Pretty Good!" Always & Forever.

Megan Durgan

"We laughed until we had to cry."

Edward Eaton III

"We were the best I think we'll ever be."

Edward Eaton III

"For just a moment."

Edward Eaton III

"To those who made it all worthwhile."

Edward Eaton III

"Mom, Dad, Brienne, Laura, Nick, Lani, Or Tina, Coleman..."

Edward Eaton III

"I love you."

Edward Eaton III

"Lolzinks."

Edward Eaton III

"Pretty Good!"

Edward Eaton III

"Always & Forever."

Edward Eaton III

"Congrats Class of 2008! These four years have gone by so fast. KD, JN, AH, JAM, and everyone else thanks for always making me laugh. Thanks to my family for always supporting me. Good luck to everyone!"
y Eldridge
ike different paths in life, but no matter
i go, we take a little of each other
impo i is Nothing" 3 ball girls
Good Luck in College
06 Miss you
everything Mom, Dad + Miss Ly Ly
05
ivo. U got me thru a lot
x. 08!

Sean Enright

Alexandra Esposito
Good times & lots of laughs
Thank you Mom & Dad for everything and friends
for making four memorable years. LA & CM

Andrew Ferreira
Andy - Drew - Ferrera
I would like to thank staff and friends for all the
support all 4 years of high school. thank you, SM,
DW, EG, SM, MG, AT and LWD.
You can’t be succeed at life until you try.
My loasted moment is me working here over the
summer. I’ve always been seen with my friends
and my gift. Also I want to thank the guidance
department for support.

Amanda Folsom
“Wherever you go, go with all your heart”
friends, I love you!
family is everything mom, dad, mike + sue

We promised each other forever.
I love you and miss you more each day. rest easy
kiddos 8:12:69-7:25:07

CLASS OF 2008
Amanda Fontes
Pondo
Cheerleading 1-4. I'll miss you girls. Ladies, tyke you know who you are. Boys TG BG AS JM.
Cruise 2008. FL07. Good luck. '08 miss you all, thank you mom, dad and paul, good luck. Doni love you. RP Jabari 11-26-06

John Gaitus

David Gill

Andrew Fredrickson
Mustard
PS. JS. SD. CD. CP. Sherlyn. No Bitt

Brendan Gardiner

Michelle Glynn
Meh
-LiveLaughLove-
PS. JS. SD. CD. CP.
Sherlyn. No Bitz.

Kelley Golden
Kell, Goldfever, KAG-fooz
Endless nights cruising to Plymouth, 
The secrets told under the stars,
swept away by the waves. And held in our hearts forever;
Aimie, Ashley, Hauben. Mom. Dad. Jessica and Amy thank you all. BR-
08 CL & Peace out!

Matthew Goodell
Goodie
Winter Track. 2-4
Baseball 1-2
Soccer 1-4. OCL champs 05 07 good times
Four Meets World
Biddy Champs 07
Travel Soccer "The Dream Team"
Mom. Dad. Billy. and Ryan Thank you. LY
LC. ILY. Good luck.
Good Luck '08
ew Goodhue

Good times. Pete's basement, good times all. JD: you're my best friend. thank you for being there. This is only a chapter. rely a point in our lives where we don't do this one.

Chris, and Kevin: thank you for being there. Good Luck Nick.

Alexa Gosciniski

Lex

"In the end we'll recall, for four years we had it all."

My best BWK, ABP, LAD, AMB, EIG, MEH, love you. Never forget NT's, jello shots, jello shots, purple everything. Whitehouse, rink visits, driving to endganger, proms, Freetown trips, sketchiness, girls nights, and Providence statues. Mom, Dad, and Kurt, thanks for everything. Good Luck 2008, it's been great.

Sarah Maria Guilford

Grefs

Remembering great times: karate, Mr. BP shows and plays, drinking, loud music, semi-formal dances. Mickey D's, Junior prom. Thanks to Mrs, W., Mr. C., Mr. P., and Mr. B Best of luck U.T., AF, SM, AT, MB, JF. Mam, Grandpa, and family love ya. Watch out world, here comes the class of 08'
Brittany Guinan

For the last 4 yrs of high school I haven't done much, but bring sexy back and made fat jokes sound cool. Thanks to my friends, Pat M, Chim, Pott, Ross, Jenna B, Al, Kate D, MC, MK, Becca, Amy D, CS, JS and thanks to my mom and step dad for pushing me to do something with my life I couldn't ask for any better.

Brian Gummow

Shayne Hackley

Corey Hallgren

High school has been full of amazing memories. Thank you to everyone who has made my experience at B-R a great four years. Love ya. More and Dad, thanks for always being there.

Good luck, Neil.

Haley Hatch

Niki Hatzidis

"All the world's a stage, and all the men and women merely players." Thank you to all my friends and teachers at school, Chorus, History of Rock 'n Roll Crew + sometimes Tara and Capachione's my second home. "It is good to be solitary, for solitude is difficult that something is difficult must be a reason the more for us to do it."

Meagan Harrington
Shane Healy
Living for yourself is no way to live your life.

Brian Hennessey
Bribs, Bhen, Henney
Trojan class 2008 "We don't break under pressure"
Weekends at sharp's, France, Spain Crew; Soccer team, pasta parties, OCL champs; SR, RN - more like brothers; good luck next year; raynwater cost and summer '07; thank you for everything Mom, Dad, Tommy, Devin; no regrets, congratulations, and Good luck class of 2008

Kaitlin Healey

Benjamin Herrick
Afterwork Quartet;
"I don't care"

Robert Hindley

Eric Hinxman

Zackary Hixon

No Photo Available
Smiling till our cheeks hurt, and laughing till our eyes start to water... AJ, AM, KG, AR, you in my 4 yrs awesome and all the random her friends! Moshing everywhere we go this, fall and summer parties every day! So sad. UNVedged, Mom, Dad, Krystle, and Princess for everything you all rock! GL oHHH!

To all my hockey boys... I raise a million C's & Champs 06. '06 it's been fun. B-Rad, JD, J.M., P.B., A.S. Cucumber - B.G., A.L., SB. Mom, Dad, thank you for always supporting what I want to do. "Focus on what you have, not on what you don't."

Laugh at confusion, quality tyke! Cruise girls love you. Bermuda 08, Plymouth Cle w/ SP JD & MM, xmas parties at SB's, semi's, proms & powder puffs, it's been real 08. Good luck! Mom, Dad, Jen, Mike. Love you! Miss you bubba, tyke!
Lutch


We made memories 1 our 4 years here.

Dad you helped me a lot and I love you. Congratulations and I

Nicholas Ives

Nick
D.T.E.S.K. Scalp. Great 4 years with you guys
BR Golf Dream Team. lip-ins and lip-outs. Trojan Hockey family, pasta, cards, 4t-i""ay a million" Thanks Mom and Dad for always supporting me. Good luck Mish and Matt. I love you guys.
Class of 08. best wishes in the future.
R.I.P. Matt Cream

Erin Janhans
Traveling with the 12' Robotics team going to Bar-
tan, New Jersey, New Hampshire, Maryland, and
Atlanta! I want to thank all my friends and family
who supported me through these 4 years.
Impossible is nothing and never quit.
Congrats class of 2008

Eric Janhans

Cody Jordan


doing my blurts to my "Soulja girls" and a few buddies. I had a great four years
my class of 08, Thanks Mom and Dad for

class of 08!

Kevin Johndrow

CODY

Brianna Keilhers

Bri
“We're don" if AEO, AOF, AMB, ABG, Big-
my best. Never forget UNITS, JELLYS, FRIS,
SKETCHINESS THE FIVE RULES, PROMS, THE
RINK, SOFTBALL, THE DUNGEON, WHITE
HORSE, DOLLAR, SUNDAES, FREE MOVIES,
NEW YEARS, PROVIDENCE STATUES, NIGHTLY
LETTERS TO PARIS ISLAND KEVIN, ALL MY
LOVE 1-3-07! RANKS in OM, and 4AD.
GOOD LUCK LITTLE KEY. BEST WISHES CLASS
OF 2008.

Drew Johnston

Good luck in the future.
RIP Matt Cream
Andrew Kellogg
"Kellogg's', 'Frosted Flakes'.
"The more you suffer, the more it shows you really care." - The Offspring

Marie Kiley

Kayla King
"And when it's all over, and it comes my time. I'll leave this old world with a SATISFIED MIND."
To all my lovelys stay strong and don't break. We are now, and will be always. BR '08

Michael King

Timothy Kendrick
You're still not Lucas.
It's funny. Years from now, you're going to look on your senior blurb and wish you had something else. GL.

Jade Kluver

Pamela Korotsky

Timothy Kinsman
TJ
CLASS OF 2008

Matthew Kron

Henry Kunkel

Elizabeth Lambert

Kyara Lavoie

Eric Lazzaro

Lindsay Larkin

Cheerleading 4 GT's, love you girls CC/AL SB yaap. My girls always 13+ tyle '08 boys GT's ill miss you guys! Christmas parties at SB's Girls nights at K's Rascal Hatts with CC, Egg war, Peppermint Powder-puff Bermuda Babes '08 RIP CREAMO Ly - say Thank you Mom and Dad love you. Good luck Kenny and Kelsey. Good luck Class of '08
Dear Seniors,

Wow, the last four years have gone by so fast. There's been drama, heartbreaks, love, and lies, but no matter what we've always made it through together. B-R is my second home and family and always will be. Congrats class of 2008! Love always Cait.

PS. J-Master Flash thank you for always staying true.

Caitlin Lear
Nickname: Cait

Colby LeClerc
Piptrofitready... 08 Football team # 11/15. Pete gets sick haircuts '13 Gymnastics Rutgers chant with Bob's freestyles, Ping Pang at b-dubs house. Bradley A to Z.

Zachary LeClerc
Achary, Z. Zoss Zingo and Champagne good times at the Revs game. Woah! Gummow's house gonna miss it. Rink with T.G. Thanks friends and family.

Arielle Leonard
BEL: Lenny, Gorgeous, Lendawg. It's been a good past four years. I can't believe its over! I'm going to miss all my '08 guys and girls. SSMTAMMERJIBOO. Thanks for the good and bad times. Mom, Dad, Mike. love you always <3
Thanks for the memories, good luck '08

Chelsea Levaggi
Chels, Little Levaggi, Levaggi. Mom, Dad and family. tyfel. I love U. Wherever you go go with all your heart. Congrats 2008... We finally did it!

Alicia Levy

Yan Yan Liang

Tyler Lecesse
T-Cesse GT's Football '07, Bo B-R Track: Shaken 'n Busted '14 B.G., G.G., JM, MM-Best Friends. G-diffs in the poolhouse. Love the BP Table in summer '07. 11/26, A.D.J.D. (with both K's) are frugal, ST. 4. GL. Zac in HS. Thanks Mom and Dad. Don't break seniors. Thanks for everything and Good Luck.

No Photo Available
Are a Lincoln

It's been fun playing 1-4 capt.
compeitin' ly girls
astyly • egg was best times
peyish fry
it nazels hahas ly limeb3
ly settled
er, undefeated baby! SB, BH BG-3ly

Tara Lonergan

So much love and thanks to Mum & Dad. Love to my brothers Jeff and Kyle, my sisters Angela and Crystal, and my niece Savanna. Love you Matt Erica, Mandy, Nik, Cath, Danie, Courtney, Brandon, Adam, and Jacks. You're the best. This road we're on might be long, but my faith is strong, and that's all that really matters. -Keith Urban

Andrea Looney

Looney Tunes
“Won’t look back on the times you laughed, and you will cry. Won’t look back on the times you cried and you will laugh. You will always remember close friends and you will always keep memories of them in your heart.”

Nothing but good times BR;
Good Luck ’08.
Miss you all.

Ethos Loucagos

I believe these 4 years have passed by
I've had so many different experiences,
for better and for worse. Thanks to everyone I
_roughout this journey, you all shaped me
in a kind of way, big or small. Goodnight;
Good luck.

Jonathan Luck

Dennis Lloyd

Patricia Lucchetti

Teish Chetti
“Take care of all your memories. For you cannot
_ive them.” Thanks Mam, + Dad, T, J, E
O, K, L.
Beram household, cooking crew, Intienshoo...
for’s
“I’m looking forward to it” lol L
Thanks B-R, + Good luck class of ’08
rip L

Scott Lyman
Patrick Lynn
Pat Lynn
Ski club, late nights and early mornings. Baldies with the guys. Late night parties early morning wake up calls.
Thanks to my mom for everything.
Pat, Corey, Joe, Nick, Nick, girls and friends its been a good four years
TD
"No Regrets"

Amanda Maceachern

Cassandra Mahtesian
What an incredible four years!
So many good times with such great friends.
Thank you for everything Mom and Dad.
GO 2009
We made it!

"Do not be troubled by the future for it is yet to come."
"Live in the present and make it so beautiful that it will be worth remembering." Ida Scott Taylor

Meghan Manning

John Madden
Madden, jr. moma
Yeah high school has had its ups and downs, but at the end I've made good friends. OCC champs soccer 05' 07' good times with my futbolsmuck. to my bros, BIG T, BEN, NUBS, BRAD, GRAZ, ANTHONY, FRANCISCO, VAREKA, WIGGS PETAH B, yeah and Dock. Skips everyday.
Thanks! Love you mom and pops

Michael Maniscalchi
Maseno
Activities: Football 4 yrs, Winter Track 3 yrs, Spring Track 4 yrs, Student Council 2 yrs, Student Senate, Committee Advisory, Board 3 yrs, Newspaper Club 1 yr.
Favorite Quote: "The harder you work, luckier you get."

Michael Marden
Dace Marshall
08' we finally made it. We've gone so much together. My Soulja Gurl's I love um so much. "A-Block," Varsity soccer-captain book. 2 book champs good luck next year. Yours and Roy good luck next year. Ima u so much :3

Jaimee Martin
Nickname: Jaimee
It's been real. Thanks to Friends and especially my Family, couldn't have done it without you. Good luck class of '08. I'll leave high school with this: "Life moves pretty fast, if you don't stop and look around once in awhile you could miss it." - Ferris Bueller

Krista McBride
Thanks to all my friends and family who have been there for me through it all. These past four years flew by and I will always remember the memories made with the friends I will never forget. xoxo am still an insane Gurl's. Good luck class of '08!

Leah Mazzoleni

Aimee McDermott
Ames to the nights that turned into mornings with the friends that turned into family*. AM:AH KGA:MB:BA, you girls made these past 4 years all worthwhile. Shows, LNF's, Titicut, Friendly's with the insane Gurl's. Thanks Mom, Dad, Mott and Mike for always being there! Good luck Class of '08

Hailee Martin
Thanks B-R, Family and friends.
Good luck class of '08.
The best is yet to come.

Stephen McAuley
BR football and tennis, good times. Sam, Dan, Tim, Eddie, Nick, Paul, Jack, Kevin, Zach, Emily, Jenna, Kate -- we did it. Good times at Super Pizza. Good luck BR, I'll miss you.

RIP Matt Cream and John Lindberg.
These past four years have been the best so far. Joe, Leah, Kristin, Nick and Becca, you have been my best friends here and I love you all. Tuesdays, math class, A+P, scrabble, $400, library studies. It’s been a lot of fun. Good luck ‘08.
Arturo McNeil-Gonzalez

Kristin Measor
Kris, Measles, K-Meez.
The best way to predict your future is to invent it. B. Meg, Leah, Den, n’ everyone else. You are amazing! Godilapoundah. Y-Card, driveway dining. PBBF, friendly, the study hall, orange handshake. The Picklen thing. YAH DUMB, green mood rings. Marinated, waffle fries, ON clothes, right jogging. AFY, continue on your journey, placebo. YABBO!
Good Luck, ’08, invent your own future!

Elizabeth Meekin

Amy Medina
There are so many things I wish I could have said or done. Things I wish I could take back or replace. No one ever knew me well enough to understand. But I’ve seen that I’m happy where I stand and who I’ve turned out to be. I can’t believe how fast time has flown, good luck to everyone.

John McManus

Angela Melanson
AAAASK-B. short lived, but memories I’ll never forget. DB4L & Chico’s Angel’s, crazy times. love you all. Ed’s class, Caramel Latte! Enough said. Girls & guys, couldn’t have made it without you. Mom & Dad, it’s been tough, but thank you, love you. Paul & Scott. Good luck! Tyan, my everything, I love you to death. Syphy, we’ll be back!

Good Luck ’08.
Kelly Minardi

Varsity cheerleading 1-4 ly girls. Thanks for everything Mom and Dad. You’ve been there through everything. I love you, Ryan 3/12/06.

Girls with all you girls and guys. Although the past four years flew by, the memories will always be remembered. “School’s out. Memories past, don’t ever doubt, our friendship will last.” Good luck Class of ’08!

Kelly Minardi

Lindsay Monahan

Thanks for everything Morn and Dad. You’ve been there through everything. I love you Ryan—3-12-06

Guts with all you girls and guys. Although the past four years flew by, the memories will always be remembered. “School’s out. Memories past, don’t ever doubt, our friendship will last.” Good luck Class of ’08!

Natalie Moore

Thank you to my family for all their love and support. David Mahoney thank you for everything you’ve done for me and the constant support you’ve given me. I LOVE YOU 3-22-06. Thank you to my friends through it all AG: AR: CR: KY: OB you guys are the best. Good Luck class 2008 red sox World Series Champs!

Natalie Moore

Samantha Moreau

“School’s out. Memories past, don’t ever doubt, our friendship will last.”

Good luck Class of ’08!

Samantha Moreau

Kevin Morrissey

Thank you to all the teachers and staff for giving me an incredible 4 years. Too many good memories, ski club, dodgeball, GO CLUTCH and paintballing with all the guys. Thanks especially to my best friend Sammy B. for always getting my back no matter what.

Kevin Morrissey

Tara Murano

“These are the days we’re given. These are the days we’re living. These are the times. Let’s make the best out of our lives.”

“Bestie, best of times. Too many to count. Trig class, our jam. Groovy days. Thanks for everything.

Tara Murano

Lindsay Monahan

Keeps

License wrong. 3BF2, the Fat Club. Watch your Head RIP. Lindskog we’ll miss you. You come home.

All my great teachers thank you for everything. Osgood, Ennette, Mr. A. Powers. Big thanks to McKenna, Settina, Tabb, and all the others. I’m so glad to be out. Thankful for friends, teachers, family. Anxious to start college, and ready for what lies ahead.

Lindsay Monahan

Timothy Mulrey

“Bestie, best of times. Too many to count. Trig class, our jam. Groovy days. Thanks for everything.

Timothy Mulrey

Keeper Mosman

Colin 11/25/06

3-22-06

Don’t wanna miss a thing.
Janelle Nickou
Carinne Pratt is beautiful
Henry Kunkel is a girl
James Sares is perfect
Josh Boutillier is hairy

Meaghan Murphy
Meaghan Murphy
Murphy, Murphy Lee
Family, friends • T.B. Thanks Randi, Chelsea, B.R
2008 it's been real, it's been fun. See ya when I see ya. Peace out!!

Andrea Needham
Drea
"Smile as you remember yesterday. Laugh as you live today."
Class of '08 it's been amazing
newります mics & guys, endless memories
brooks & ams my best ily always
Mom & Dad, I love you. Thanks for everything
Matti, I wish you the best. I love you little bra
Soccer girls fly OCL Champs
Junior/Senior/Underclassmen, good luck.

Jared Needham
Kyara made high school a blast.
"Junior prom. Thanks to friends and memories that will last forever.

Leah Nelson
Nickname Leah Becker Nelly
"Forget regret or life is yours to miss." — Lonely caterpillar, in chrysalis, wrapped and waiting to exhale. Break free with radiance. Butterfly sprouts gossamer wings and flies toward the gleaming sun, dancing on the winds of change. Sing to the angels in Heaven. Embrace the metamorphosis, but never forget the lonely caterpillar, whose light from within now shines forever. Remember me.

David Nickerson

CLASS OF 2008
Janese Noble
I would like to thank everyone who has helped me through the four fun years of high school. I will miss all of my teachers especially Mrs. Patena and Mr. Ringette. I want to congratulate my coach, Coach Orlando for having another little rugrat that will hopefully love to play basketball and thank her for what she has done to help me get better at my most favorite and prized thing to do.

Jenna Nowlin
"7
Tennis Capt. Mom, Dad, TYFE, IN, VN my bests I love you! BK, JK, MD, Crew "It's been a great ride" NF, BR, hockey super fans, barfies, pool house, super pizza, ping pong KD, my other hall "Bel Buc in Here!" AWAC 11: WMFY 11! GL 2008! So many memories "we laughed until we cried"

Kelsey Ohman
Kels
"We’re adults. When did that happen? And how do we make it stop?" -Grey’s Anatomy
To all of my friends thank you for some of the best years of my life.

Chelsea O'Malley
Cheesyback, Cheese, Chels
We made it Mom, Dad, and Grandma thank you for everything Best Friends and Dunkin Crew, I love you all so much! I wouldn’t have been able to make it with you guys. Ty! Good Luck 08

Ashley Norton
So many gs over the past 4 years with mg. This was an experience I will never forget. My love to bus 14! Thanks Dad, Auntie, Jene love you guys and couldn’t have done it with you! Good luck class 08! We did it.

Kelsey Ohman
Kels
"We’re adults. When did that happen? And how do we make it stop?" -Grey’s Anatomy
To all of my friends thank you for some of the best years of my life.

Matthew Oliari
Shout out to my family and friends, thank you for all your support.
Football 2 years
Wrestling 4 years OCL champs 05, 06, GYF PL, GYF MWH, JN, JC. CS we had so much fun! GYF all man.
Good luck 08

Breanne Packard
Christopher Palmieri
Chris
Friends: Gris
- ALE: Jun 1, 07
Clutch
Mom & Dad thanks for everything
AYA "It's a legacy"

Emily Parsons

Stefani Pagoulatos
"Twenty years from now, you will be more disappointed by the things you didn't do, than by the ones you did. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch the trade winds in your sails. Explore, Dream, Discover..."
- Mark Twain
Love ya mom, friends, and class of '08

Stephen Pereira
Stevie mom
I have had some good times here at BR. Shout outs to all of my friends, thanks for being there throughout the best four years of my life. Have fun and don't regret a thing. BR Seniors 2008 will never be forgotten. And remember; if you go down, go down with style! Never accept failure!

Anthony Perry
"Another Day in the Driveway"

Stephanie Perkins
"Because the truth is... it was the best of times."
Girls & boys, love you! Quality, turns SY-JD & always. EXP, till never change. AE-AH/ BFF Dems.
Mom, Dad Laura Ten, Chris Jr. Good kid, Em. Party, prom. 07-08 N.H. Cape Cod, cruise '08.Class of '08, thank you! Love you all.

Page Jr.

Mom, Dad, Laura, Tim, Chris Jr. Good kid, Em. Party, prom. 07-08. N.H. Cape Cod, cruise '08.
Class of '08, thank you! Love you all.

Emily Parsons

No Photo Available
David Phan

Amanda Pochay

"Memories are ways of holding on to the things you are, the things you love, and the things you never want to lose. B.W., K.N.B., A.E., E.G.- you're the best. Never forget Int's, white horse, New Year's Eve on the beach, July 3, campfires, 8976 prom, Providence, and crashing everywhere. Mom, dad and Erin- thanks for everything. Good luck '08.

Jenna Pohl

"Find out who you are and do it on purpose." Family and Friends thank you for everything I love you guys!

Kevin Pollard

Winter/Spring Track: Great times guys- thanks to everyone and best of luck to all of you.

Erin Pope

"Everything happens for a reason." B.A., freshman sleepovers, S.P., and K!碧oe! I love you girls, thanks for everything. Red Sox parades, football games, semi, prom '07-08, senior class girls! Class of '08 thanks for all the memories!

Mom, Dad, Bri, and Seannie I love you! Good luck next year Bri!

Daniel Poole

Brittany Prescott

Leah Pringle

"Find out who you are and do it on purpose." Family and Friends thank you for everything I love you guys!

Mom, Dad, Bri, and Seannie I love you! Good luck next year Bri!

Britt, Bert, Bartovsky, Prescott, trk. Proud member of the B-F Cham! I've made many life-long friends, or at least I hope I'll always be friends with them...AK-BD-CW-HS-MW-NE-AGCH-3

We've lost many along the way, but it's only made us stronger. Senior Class of 2008 will go down in history. "We don't break under pressure"
Tennis: 1-4, student council 2-4. Good times: 311, lock-ins, semacas, extreme track, six flags, of frighters, etc. Girls love you! Emma, ily, good luck next year.

Mom, Dad - I am - thank you for everything. "What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us."

- Ralph Waldo Emerson

---

Don't regret the things you did, regret the things you didn't do.

It's a bunny. It's fine. What's worse getting your car egged or getting your car egged in your driveway with your own egg? 

- M.W, CW, SD, N.B, CD, A.M, LC, AK, NL, LS, SB

---

Tina, Duckie

"Don't regret the things you did, regret the things you didn't do."

It's a bunny. It's fine. What's worse getting your car egged or getting your car egged in your driveway with your own egg? 

- M.W, CW, SD, N.B, CD, A.M, LC, AK, NL, LS, SB

---

Anthony Rigo

Phillip Riley

---

CLASS OF 2008
Aubrey Riordan
Aubs, Aubbers, Aubbin, Aubrina
"So let's live in this day. I know you're dying to say it. Let's just live in the moment and pretend like we own it."
PEACE OUT '08!

Frank Rizzotti

Rachel Robbins
RC&RC. more like sisters than best friends. The wall... enough said, walmart, random drives, summer '07, gotta love old blue, south Carolina, bbs, tk, db, football, 5th row (so you should've been there), the compuches, CS table 4, good luck cam. To my family, the snows & my second family fly.

Carley Roberts
gnarly, Carliee
Law 2,3,4, love your girl! AG, DB, HM! Best friends forever and always! Mom, Mark, Elyse and Amy - T.Y.FE, L.Y. 5/20/00 LY & My Dad. "Nobody said it was easy, they just promised it would be worth it." GL '08 - We finally did it!

Jonathan Roberts
2008 Seniors
Soccer and Basketball 4 years
Brian Brown worst halo and guitar hero player ever.

Cassandra Rogers

Jessica Rogers

Michaela Rosher
Thanks to my parents for everything. Thanks to Danielle and Alexandra for being the best sisters I could ever ask for. Thanks to my best friends, Theresa and Kelsey, love you guys! Good times with Meg and Kyora :)
CLASS OF 2008

James Ross Jr.

James Ross, JRO. Johnny boys remember hockey. OCL champs '06. Summers at the Cape, fires at Cogans. Baldies with CPUNBKC. Thanks Mom, Dad, and Kyle for your support. Good luck '08.

Jeffrey Santo

Friends get Awesome 4 years. Can't forget the Dunphs!

James Sares

Chelsea Schlossberg

C. Giah

"Everything changes eventually. That's just the way life is, and you have no control over it." Mom, Dad, Lynn & Ryan, thanks for everything. My friends Mitch, girls (KAALH) - lab bg's, guys & mom, always. Mehr - do mean that? BRCC - Danika, NH '07, MedSessex family, Kyle math, good bball! "cabezoff", "is in the wash!" "roothlah" Baggie - ginger, km2 TWWMS, soccer girls.

Alexander Sharp

Sharpy

"Clear eyes. Full hearts. Can't lose." Football 1-4, Track 1-4, Shake n Bake, BG, Cl, BW, Nubs, anyone else sorry I forgot you. I'll miss you all. Ladies keep it real and call me. Thanks to Mom, Mel and Dave. Miss you Dad.

Kevin Shepley

KShep Shep

2007 Baseball Season my best season ever! The kids on the team made the season one of the best of my high school career. "Palmer, how long have you been here?" Seriously. Chris, how long? Hockey, you're the tallest person I know. That's what makes you so good at disk. Freddy, probably the best disc and guitar hero player I know.

Adrian Shaw

Scelparis

Kevin Shepley
Thanks to everyone that has helped me through everything these past four years. We've made it this far, now let's make the best out of it!

Good luck, 2008!

Give me my chance, give me my wings, don't make me think about everyday things. They're unnecessary to someone who's very extraordinary, like me. -Pippa

ENDLESS THANKS TO:
My best friend & sister Kim,
Dad whom I could never thank enough,
TAF/Alum, TheWebStar, M.Groom, K.Hoff,
Embassy, Niki&Joe, Ashili,Megan,Bungi, Victoria,
Biondo,WAC, And, Hall&Lox, EfFics,Chels, Dawson,
AquafinaLoves, Aurel, Margt, IntoTheWoods,Cast,
Chorus, Newspaper, Drama Clubs.

“Sick”
Team Cluch “Das Bawi” - Fun times
-Cool Friends - Treal, Casanova, Stoopid, Maverick, Wingman, Die-Abetic and Iceman
Karisa Son

High school has been quite an experience. I have grown through many challenging obstacles, both academic and emotional. I never would have made it without the help of so many wonderful people. I would like to give thanks to God, my family, my teachers, and friends. Best wishes to all of you next year! 😊

Cameron St. Laurent

Cam

It's been a great 4 years here. Golf team: we put it in the hole. Hockey: it was a great 2.5 yrs... LMN: you're amazing. thank you for everything. Family: I guess you're ok. thanks. 08 was real, it was fun, but not real fun. Take care of yourselves and good luck. Good luck '09

Joseph Studley

Joe Stud

Cross Country, winter, spring track, newspaper and BTV.

Everyone, ok. good times. its been fun. Mom, Dad, thanks for everything! Sarah and James. good luck. Class of 08. good luck.

Erin Sullivan

Sully

Four years 720 school days. I’ve met some of the most amazing people, kept the most amazing friends. You all know who you are, and all the memories we’ve shared. Too many memories, but not enough words.

“I may not have gone where I intended to go, but I think I have ended up where I needed to be.” - Douglas Adams

Stay classy. 2008

Allison Sylvester

“Accept chaos. Experience teaches us that silence terrifies people the most.” - Bob Dylan

“Experience teaches us that silence terrifies people the most.” - Bob Dylan
CLASS OF 2008

Krista Tapp

Taylor Tebbetts

Kanyanat Tengprawat

David Thomas

Amanda Thrasher

Emily Tilbe

Christopher Tardiff

You gotta be that pearl in the diamond vat.

Tayse Tifia
The ones who are always there: April, Kara, and Jen! All the '08 girls/boys, BG's, prom, 311 house parties, FL, Red Sox, R/L, etc. at K.C.'s, girls nights at MB's, x-mas parties at SB's, racing out, Tary's voices, pep rally, LB's, Sharpys, football/soccer games, PUNTA CANA, '08... so glad we made it, time will never change it.

Shauna Thompson
Good times over the last four years. Life's been great, I've got the best friends, family, and a best friend I could ever want. - ASA, PN, PT, J.E. SB, MW, JC, LM, HI, DRg!

manda, mandy
I will never forget about all four years at high school. All my best friends SM, ID, KF, SM, AF, DW, SG, LT, BG, MB, NC, JL, SI, and all the fun times we had. I would like to thank my Mom and my Dad I love you so much. To the rest of my family love all of you.

"It will be that we will never meet again in the lifetime, so let me say before we part, so much of me is made from what I've learned from you. You'll be with me like a hand print on my heart." Thanks for four great years! TRIO! Rawwater player! Mom, Dad, Tim. Good luck '08!
Caitlin Trottier
Cait
"Life moves by really fast, if you don't stop to look around once in a while, you'll miss it."
-Ferris Bueller's Day Off
Thanks to all my friends and family for making these past four years so amazing.

Melissa Turpel
Nickname: Nick, Urdi
"underneath the trees, we watched the sky, confusing stars for satellites. I never dreamed that you'd be mine, but here we are, we're here tonight." It's just you and me Laura. Summer of '07. Lola Urdi's. Thanks Mom, Dad, Ben, Laura, Lori, Caitlin, Meaghan.

Joseph Vella
Joe
'05 '07 OCL champs
Made some great friends these four years. We will always have had the best soccer team for Bridgewater. It's been great playing with you guys. Good luck in college '08.

Jessica Viera

Vasiliki Vassatekts
Voodoobay V9, vick
Unforgettable times throughout these 4 years.
JAVLB - cheese canan '07. Gushy spon Dever -
continuous laughter - random adventures. Inomas
Beram Household, always a crazy time. Who?!
MIKE JONES! Mom + Dad. Thank you, L.Y. "even death can never tear us apart." O H WORDY!
PEACE LATER BT GOODLUCK farrell.
Sophia Vellemeany

Elizabeth Von Iderstein

Meaghan Walsh

"Here's to the nights we felt alive." So many good times at LB's and BG's, Florida, cruise '06, summer '07. My true few and my cruise girls. /Mom, Dad, and Kevin thanks for everything! I love you guys. Peace out '08 and good luck!

Richard Wapenyi

Big Rich
To the class of '08, good wishes. Wrestling, Foot- ball, Spring track. Hanging with the wrestling boys awesome times. MO, CHUM. Thanks to Mom, Dad, bro Matt. Easy high school bro. It goes by way too fast. "Life is not about the amount of breaths you take. It's about the moments that take your breath away." R.I.P. Creamo

Matthew Weiss

Ryan Whealan

It's only after you've lost everything that you're free to do anything. THK, Dad. Boot it. Thug life, bloomer, wed, bras, live fast die young.

Ellen Visser

Jonita Weeks

Nita, Jojo, Weeks, Jl Boo, J town
Good memories these four years. Gunna miss my girls and guys of '08. I dedicate this book to my "Soulja Girls" and my few true friends. Madd good times in "A Block" this year. This to my moms, daddy, and Edmund. Also to Jojo, my #1. Much love. Can't forget Ashley W. Senior Class of '08. I love y'all.
Christina Winsor

Onesy

Everything I am I owe to all of you. There's nothing I'd change about these four years. I have no regrets. To the ones who have stood by me, I love you. Tina, it's fine.

I'd give up everything to make you smile, and anything to bring you joy. When we're together, nothing can stop us. We're invincible.

Donald Wood
Eric Woolley
Scuba good times in Jersey. Keeper that friggen step. Ugh gonna miss you pal. And Tina I am always hear. OH hon Dave get me some Wendy's... 
NOW! Have fun and Stay Safe guys love you all. "Family is Forever"

Elizabeth Warsham

Danielle Wusteney

Brett Wyman
B. Brds. Wmy
Football 1-4, Wrestling 1-4, BB 1-2, Track 3-4
My boy Cali, Brd, B-Rad, Bb, Ome, Rng, Matt, Pete
"Roy or Players" GT's / pasta parties, Mondoy Mandarin, Bonfires. '07 senior pic. getting big w/ Wilcox. straight pastn w/ the boys. Brad A-Z, cals w/ Cali, Brd, Cali, don book jobs, thousands of ping pong games. Mom, Dad, Matt + Jill Try, Peace + Love. Good Luck, Class of '08

Susan Yelle

Alexa Zonfrelli
Sushi
Four Years to remember...
To all those that were here for it all thanks u.w.u.
I'm going to miss noon out in the car and Secret Santa with all of the girls. The football games in Xaverian with a one-of-a-kind parking spot. FH girls love you all. GT's at Brian's, football games. Pete's & Sharpy's
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Nicholas Dyer
Christopher Easton
Aimee Elder
Mariana Elias
Stacy Ellenberg
Amanda Emerick
Jimena Escudero

Brendan Estano
James Fabich
Nicole Fagundes
Christopher Fernandes
Alexander Filipke
Nicholas Finch
Peter Foley Jr

Shadi Fraihat
Melanie Frazier
Mason Freitas
Jeffrey Freyermuth
Alexandra Fruzzetti
Micheline Galindo
Ryan Garcia

Meagan Glavin
Travis Gonsalves
Jacqueline Grant
Emma Guardia
Samantha Guarino
Elizabeth Hall
Johnathan Hanna

Amber Harriman
Lee Harrington
Selena Harris
Danielle Haslam
"D"Jay Hayden
Tabitha Hayes
Erik Hebb

Lauren Hennessey
Karl Hexamer IV
Ryan Hill
Leah Hixon
Christine Hogan
Shawn Hook
Alexis Hoxie

Kelli Hudson
Brendan Hurley
Brian Hurley
Justina Idekwe
Joelle Ingargiola
Tyler Irving
Lucas Ivaldi
CLASS OF 2009

Michelle Ives
Carly Jaspon
Melissa Jaspon
Kervin Jean
Patricia Johnson
Steven Johnson
Thomas Jones

Kayla Kaslouski
Kara Keane
Molly Keene
Ashleigh Kelly
Lauren Kelly
Jennifer Kelton
Hannah Killea

Parker Kirchick
Taramarie Kjelgaard
Brandon Korona
Courtney Kuzimich
Michael Lacouture
Shaeda Lamontagne
Ryan Langley

Kenneth Larkin
Meghan Larsen
Andrew Larson
Katelyn Laubi
Kollyn Lavoie
Ryan Leclaire
Justin Lindsey

Christopher Lindskog
Jessica Lindstrom
Kurt Livingston
Ashley Lydon
Patrick Lynn
Ashleigh Macausland
Michael Macdonald

Andrew Mackenzie
Richard Mack Jr
Sarah Macellhan
Kelly Macomber
Christopher Madden
Cory Mahoney
Ariel Mallia

Lindsey Maloney
Kayla Mandeville
Jenna Manning
Michael Mante
Lindsay Marble
Nicole Marotta
Samantha Marotta
CLASS OF 2009

Roy Marshall Jr
Ronald Mastrolia
Lauren Matta
Evan McCarrick
Jacqueline McCarrick
Kevin McCarrick
Courtney McGowan

Jacqueline McGuirk
Colin McHardy
Kerrie McKee
Matthew McKenna
Stephanie McKee
Kelly Meagher
Matthew Medico

Casey Mello
Sean Menard
Darlene Montani
Robert Monteith
Gilson Montrood
Cameron Morris
Michael Mulrey

Karissa Murano
Michelle Myles
Benjamin Needham
Tessa Neil
Alyssa Nelson
Antoine Nessralla
Ryan Newby

Tam Nguyen
Jessica Noones
Stephanie Nordberg
Coleman O'Brien
Michael O'Brien
Erica Ocasio
Kyle O'Connell

Amanda O'Donnell
Caitlyn O'Leary
Kyle O'Leary
Patrick Omar
Kati O'Neil
Kelly O'Neil
Kristen O'Neill

Angela Ortiz-Merrill
Daniel Ossai II
Kimberly Otero
Ashley Paiva
Joseph Palmer
Michael Pantano
Robert Papp
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Corie Stone
Sarah Studley
Cory Sturtevant
Shawna Sullivan
Allison Sutherland
Dylan Sylvester
Felicia Sylvia

Jessica Tabaczynski
Tekla Tamulevich
David Tardiff
Leah Tashjian
Anthony Tempesta
Ryan Thaxter
Amanda Thomas

Michael Thomas
Ashley Tibbetts
Patrick Tibert
Sarah Torres
Samantha Tracey
Macayla Treacy
Jonathan Tumiski

Cameron Turney
Jessica Ulevicius
Jorge Urbina
Kevin Vicente
James Walsh
Tyler Waterman
Ashley Weiner

William Weinstein
Allison Weygand
Margaret Wigley
Elizabeth Williams
Kimberly Wood
John Yannone III
Amanda Young

Matthew Zingg
Ryan Alexandrian
Julius Allen
Korey Amado
Jason Anacki
Joshua Anacki
Keith Anderson
Maral Annaovozova

Taryn Arrighi
Kassandra Aveni
Courtney Avila
Ashley Baddeley
Andrew Bajercius
Asif Bajwa
Brian Baker

Chelsie Baker
Thomas Banks
Nia Barbosa
Timothy Barnett
Jeffrey Bean
Samantha Bell
Jordan Benson

Jessica Berg
Marybeth Bernier
Joshua Bevilacqua
Paul Bevis Jr
Connor Bissett
Brianna Blair
Bryan Bosworth

Elizabeth Boutillier
Carly Brady
Kyle Brady
Richard Brandom
Nicole Brenza
Amanda Brown
Henry Brueggeman

Rachel Bryant
Kate Bumpus
Kevin Bumpus
Alice Burch
Erin Burke
Adam Burns
Jessica Burns
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Joseph Burns
Tyler Buron
Morgan Byrnes
Michael Calapa
Matthew Caliri
Edward Campbell Jr
Kelsey Cap

Steven Capobianco
Joseph Carbonneau
Krysta Carey
Jonathan Carr
Nicole Carragia
Clayton Carro
Samantha Carson

Meaghen Chalmers
Maxwell Chappelle
Peter Charette
Heather Charland
Heather Chubbuck
Jessica Chote
Stephanie Cicalis

Emily Ciliberto
Wesley Clark
Samuel Cleggett
Dennis Clifford
Kyle Cochrane
Bryan Cohoon
Timothy Condon

Joshua Conlon
Krista Connolly
Tara Conti
Steven Cooney
Sarah Cote
Samantha Counts
Jenna Creswick

Davyn Cross
Jessica Crouse
Matthew Curtis
Meghan Cushing
Chad Cutting
Chelsey Daly
Dayquan Damas

Alexis Damish
Caitlyn Davies
Joshua Deangelis
Erin Degrenier
Alexander Denneno
Erin Desrochers
Michaela Dimos
CLASS OF 2010

Christina Dobbins
Andrea Dollof
Ryan Donovan
Meaglan Dowd
Jessica Draper
Richard Dray III
Lauren Drosos

Ryan Drowne
Ashley Dubord
Ryan Duff
John Dunmore
Thomas Dunmore
Michael Duran
Leontia Durham

Jennifer Elias
Robert Ellis
James Emerson
Jordyn Falhey
Brooke Fernandes
Jeiza Fernandes
Jenevieve Freda

Evan Frye
Mia Kay Fuller Bythrow
Joseph Gailius
Jesus Galindo
Sarah Gallagher
Stephanie Gannon
Daniel Geggatt

Nicholas Georgantas
Eric George
Shawn George
Anthony Giampapa
Patrick Gillis
Megan Gilmartin
Dana Giove

Brendan Glavin
Lauren Gogan
Daniel Gomes
Kyle Gomes
Daniel Grady
Charlene Hackley
Douglas Hall

Katelyn Hall
Kyle Hancock
Adam Harrington
Neil Harrington
Matthew Hart
Ryan Hart
Allison Hausen
CLASS OF 2010

Richard Hearn IV
Emily Hemming
Michael Herrick
Meaghan Higgins
Evan Hill
Hyman Ho
Haley Holland

Nathan Hubbard
Amanda Hudson
Polly Huynh
Niara Ijezie
Nicholas Ilacqua
Moriah Illsley
Brenden Jacobs

Cody Jaramillo
Daniel Johndrow
Isaiah Johnson
Kevin Johnson
Samantha Johnson
Kristen Jones
Kalen Jordan

Daniel Joseph
Peter Kadis (Maynard)
Michael Kahler
Kayla Kane
Lauren Keefe-Harrington
Samantha Kelly
Alison Kemp

Patrick Kemper
Amanda Kempf
Corey Kenn
Timothy Kennedy
Christie Kimball
Julie Kimball
Jillian Kitterick

Erin Knapp
Patrick Koczela
Matthew Kopcza
Lindsey Kreckler
John Krill Jr
Katelynn Landers
Anna Landucci

Brian Laumann Jr
Nicholas Leblanc
Joseph Lee
Michael Leon
Coleman Lewis
Martin Lewis
Taylor Lewis
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Stephen Libby
Matthew Lincoln
Christopher Lindahl
Jessica Liston
Rachel Livolsi
Elias Loucaigos
Jason Loud

Vanessa Luz
Matthew Lynn
Summer Lyons
Matthew Macarthur
Cameron Macdonald
Jamie Macdonald
Kasey Mactighe

Amber Main
Thomas Mantia
Nicholas Marini
Marquis Marshall
Bruno Martelli III
Kristie Martin
Marianne Mastrolia

Alexxi Mathi
Nicholas Maxfield
Steven McCarthy
Jon McCoy
Emily McDermott
Michael McFadden
Alyson McGill

Ashlee McGovern
Amanda McGrail
Kaleena McHardy
Michael McKinnon
Collin McLaughlin
Marc McLaughlin
Nichole McNeil

Alyssa McSherry
Kelsey Meek
Quentin Meekins
Arianna Menissian
Eric Meoli
Marc Miller
Leah Mollie

Lindsey Monson
Jacob Montana
Erika Monteith
Brittney Morgan
Shawn Morin
Shana Monochnick
Jeannette Morrison
CLASS OF 2010

Steven Moser
Josephine Mountain
Thomas Mullen
Samuel Mullin
Andrea Murray
Zachary Murray
Adam Muzyka

Matthew Needham
Kelly Negron-Dickinson
Angela Nelson
Courtney Nelson
Jordan Nelson
Skylor Nelson
Anthony Neumeister

Harry Nguyen
Kieu Nguyen
Jacquelin Nickerson
Kelsey O’Brien
Charles O’Connor
Patrick O’Connor
Alexandra O’Donnell

Kerry O’Donnell
Sean O’Donnell
Shannon O’Leary
Brianne Oliveira
Daniel Olson
Patrick O’Neill
John Ryley Pacheco

Heather Paiva
Katherine Palmer
Jerry Paul
Mathew Peltier
Brenda Pena
Lauren Perecault
Erin Pochay

Matthew Pollard
Naphtali Polynice
Molly Pomroy
Kevin Poole
Stephanie Power
Joshua Price
Shawn Quigley

Rebecca Raymond
Russell Reed
Michael Reichert
Kyle Reid
Eric Rigo
Erin Riley
Megan Riley
CLASS OF 2010

Brandon Robertson
Kasie Robinson
Nicholas Rogers
Evan Ross
Jillian Radokas
Freed Saad
Luana Saad

Courtney Saba
Michael Sansevero
Chelsie Santos-Silva
Haley Sarcevicz
Soha Sattar
Matthew Saulenas
Christopher Scanlon

Timothy Schuttauf
John Schleparis
Matthew Seckler
Andrew Seidholt
Courtney Semas
Ryan Shaw
Colleen Sheridan

Donald Sheridan
Katie Sheridan
David Silva
Shannon Silva
Jessica Sivieri
Ryan Slack
Stephanie Slics

Krista Son
David Sotera
Rita Spaccone
Brittany Spinney
Michelle Spinney
Adrienne Stearns
Douglas Stewart

Robert St. Germain
Ketina Stoddard
Chloe St. Thomas
Kara Sullivan
Kasey Sullivan
Bridget Sweeney
Ashley Szeto

Joseph Tarbox
Erin Taylor
Celina Tchida
Jasmine Tenebira
Ryan Teixeira
Lucas Tirrell Jr
Jonathan Tonderys
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John Tranter
Christopher Turpel
Jonathan Vallarelli
Irving Vazquez
Steven Viera
Mary Visser
Bradley Wall

Kailey Walsh
Michael Warish
Jordan Washburn
Steven Watson
Stacie Webber
Mary Weinheimer
James Weldon

Timothy Wells
Molly Wendland
Tyler Wheelan
Courtney White
Ryan Whitehead
Catherine Whittington
Samantha Wholley

Jacob Williams
Ryan Williams
John Winn III
Amanda Wong
Jill Wyman
Alex Youngworth
Michael Zutaut
CLASS OF 2011

Shannon Burke
Nicholas Burnett
Jonathan Burns
Christopher Butler
Erica Bynarowicz
Zachary Callaghan
Peter Callinan

Zachary Camara
Kyle Campbell
Rachel Cardaci
Brooke Cardoso
Joanna Carroll
Paige Castiglione
Brendon Cavallaro

Shayna Cavino
Zachary Celia
Michael Chicoine
Dave Chokshi
Alexander Cicchese
Benjamin Clark
Gregory Clark

Kaylie Cloudman
Julia Coakley
Olivia Coakley
Kimberlee Cogan
Amanda Colby
Matthew Collins
Sarah Connelly

Benjamin Cook
Amy Coole
Jeffrey Cooney
Jamie Correia
Catherine Corsini
Alex Costova
Christopher Cote

Sharee Cotone
Kathleen Courtemanche
Jeremy Cowart
Joshua Crawford
Steven Cruz
Scott Cuddy
Matthew Cummings

Nicholas Cummings
Anne Cushing
Kathleen Dadak
Jordan Daly
Madison Dasilva
Mackenzie Davis
Daniel Delsignore
CLASS OF 2011

Tyan Gill-Le Tourneau
Lauren Gomes
Christopher Goncalves
K.C. Gordon
Tracy Greco
Shawn Green
Alexander Greet

John Guimaraes
Jessica Hadley
Vicki Hagen
Christopher Hall
Zachery Hall
Anthony Hardy
Colin Harrington

Brian Harris
Spencer Harris
Robert Hasomeris
Anastasia Hatfield
Aikaterini Hatzidis
Shannen Heath
Ryan Hebard

James Heffernan
Brian Heger
Corilyn Henault
Kevin Ho
Christofer Hohnsehn
Robert Hollstein IV
Dawn Hook

Christopher Hudson
Felicia Hughes
Brandon Hull
Kelly Huynh
Dominique Ilacqua
Katie Imprescia
Domenic Ingargiola

Kristin Ivaldi
Matthew Ives
Nathaniel Jaramillo
Betsey Johnson
Victoria Joseph
David Kaipu Jr
Andrew Kelley

Garrett Kelly
Lauren Kelly
Scott Kelly
James Kenney
Lydia Kern
Gina Kinan
Kendall King
CLASS OF 2011

Owen O'Sullivan
Holly Pacewicz
Joshua Pacheco
Joshua Pagels
Rossell Paiva
Thomas Palmieri
Nikolas Parks

Akash Patel
Jeremy Patti
Thaddius Pedersen
Alexandria Pellegrini
Matthew Perez
Jacqueline Perkins
Alex Perry

Jennifer Petty
Adam Piff
Zachary Poh
Brittany Pulley
Kevin Pyne
Amanda Quigley
Madison Reilly

Sean Ridge
Cameron Robbins
Alicia Roberts
Kristen Roberts
Gary Roebuck
Alexandra Rogers
Nicholas Rondeau

Alexander Rose
Laurien Rose
Abbie Rosen
Aliya Rosenberg
Carolyn Russo
Tom Saade
Natasha Sajous

Luis Sandoval
Hunter Sarafian
Jeremias Sarante
Allison Sasenick
Anthony Sasenick
Jessica Secatore
Caitlin Seddon

John Shea
Jeffrey Sherman
Stephanie Sherrick
Imani Silva
Justin Silva
Noah-Ashley Simonzi
Chelsea Simozi

Thomas Palmieri
Nikolas Parks

Akash Patel
Jeremy Patti
Thaddius Pedersen
Alexandria Pellegrini
Matthew Perez
Jacqueline Perkins
Alex Perry

Jennifer Petty
Adam Piff
Zachary Poh
Brittany Pulley
Kevin Pyne
Amanda Quigley
Madison Reilly

Sean Ridge
Cameron Robbins
Alicia Roberts
Kristen Roberts
Gary Roebuck
Alexandra Rogers
Nicholas Rondeau

Alexander Rose
Laurien Rose
Abbie Rosen
Aliya Rosenberg
Carolyn Russo
Tom Saade
Natasha Sajous

Luis Sandoval
Hunter Sarafian
Jeremias Sarante
Allison Sasenick
Anthony Sasenick
Jessica Secatore
Caitlin Seddon

John Shea
Jeffrey Sherman
Stephanie Sherrick
Imani Silva
Justin Silva
Noah-Ashley Simonzi
Chelsea Simozi
CLASS OF 2011

Madison Small
Lauren Smart
Christopher Smith
Kathleen Smith
Shannon Smith
Veronica Spencer-Flaherty
Leonard Sprague Jr

Joshua Steffen
Brett Stewart
Jessica St. George
Lyndon St. Laurent
Noelle St. Louis
David Stone
Alexandra Strong

Jedidiah Sullivan
Kayla Sullivan
Courtney Svenson
Stephanie Sylvester
Mark Sylvia
Lindsey Tardiff
Steven Tardiff

Scott Taylor
Cheryllon Thakur
Kara Thomas
Ryan Thomas
Erica Thompson
Eric D. Thompson
Samantha Torpey

Alexi Tranter
Adam Travaglione
Priscilla Trecarichi
Constantine Tremouliaris
Olivia Triebel
Elissa Turpin
Edrik Luis Umali

Kalya Valencia
Vasiliki Vasvateakis
Paul Vento
Valli Vernet
William Vey
Elizabeth Visser
Nicole Wadsworth

Ronald Wallace III
Matthew Wapenyl
Timothy Watson
Kurt Weineck
James Weiner
Erica Weiss
Jeffrey Wentworth
CLASS OF 2011

Matthew White
Sarah Wigley
Bethany Wilbar
Anniessa Williams
Briyana Williams
Cyann Williams
Jessica Williams

Sean Williamson
Rachel Winsor
Cody Wood
Cassandra Young
Michelle Young
Jillian Yung
Kristen Zarrelli

Dylan Zingg
William Zolga
Parent Dedications

Andrea Lincoln

Keep following your heart and instinct down the yellow brick road, and the dreams that you dare to dream really do come true.

Love you bigger,
Mom

Tony Varella

We hope your dreams take you to the corners of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has ever known. We are proud of all your accomplishments.

Love,
Mom, dad and Lauren
Shane Healy

Dear Shane,
You have been a boy of compassion who has grown into a man of honor. You are a blessing to have as a son.

Love,
Mom and Dad

Amanda Thrasher

Congratulations, Amanda, your day is here! We are very proud to have a daughter like you! Good luck and best wishes to you and the Class of 2008.

Love, Mom and Dad

Erin Rose Sullivan

Erin Rose

Congratulations on your accomplishments. All the best for all of your future endeavors.

We love you always

Mom, Dad, Bed

Derek Slicis

Derek, we are so proud of you. May all your dreams come true.

Love, Mom, Dad and Stephanie

Jonathan Larcom

Dear Jon,

Follow your dreams and you will always find success and happiness in life. Be true to your heart and have faith in God, for he will guide you through tough times. Love what you do and you will remain true to your dreams. We wish you the best of luck. Just Run Fast!

Ollie, Mom and Dad

Kayla Castwright

Congratulations!

Love, Mom and Dad

Michaela Clark

You have been our delight. Keep growing into the beautiful girl that you are. We love you so.

Dad, Mom and the rest of the clan

Daniel Callahan

We are so proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Patrick and Brady
April Dumas

Congratulations April!
We love you and are very proud of you.
Good luck in all that you do.
Love,
Mom, Steve, Brian & Chelsea

Jessica Rogers

Jessica,
May the sun shine, all day long, everything go right, and nothing wrong.
May those you love bring love back to you, and may all the wishes you wish come true!
We love you and are so proud of you.
Love, Dad, Mom and Ali

Gregory Crotty

You have the world at your fingertips.
We're so proud of you Greg and we love you!
XOXO Mom & Dad

Brett Wyman

Congratulations Brett!
From a Bridgewater Badger, to a B-R Trojan to a Brown Bear! Through school and sports we thank you for always giving it your best! It's been a great adventure with everyone at B-R! May the journey continue and the memories last forever!
Good luck, Good Health, Be Happy and God Bless!
Love, Mom, Dad, Jill and Matt
Best Wishes to all B-R 2008
Catlin Trottier

You have brains in your head, 
You have feet in your shoes, 
You can steer yourself in any direction you choose. 
You’re on your own, and you know what you know, 
And you are the only one who’ll decide where you’ll go.
Oh the place you’ll go!” Dr. Seuss

It seems like just yesterday you were graduating from Kindergarten, now you’re graduating from High School! You are the best daughter anyone could ever ask for.
Congratulations, I am so proud of you! I Love You!

Love, Mom OXOX

Joe Studley

We are so proud of you and all that you have accomplished. Congratulations!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Sarah & James

Amanda Hooben

Amanda, we are so proud of who you have become. You have made many wonderful memories for your family and friends. Remember always to do your best on BELIEVE in yourself.
You will be an awesome hairdresser. Hope you enjoy college.
We wish you the very best for your future. Keep Smiling!! Love You, Mom & Dad

Whoo-Hooo Amanda,

You did it, Congratulations! Now in a couple of months you’ll be off to college, imagine that! And when times get tough just keep your head up and plow through any obstacles that you may encounter.
And remember, I’m always here for you! Best of wishes and Good Luck! OXOX

Love Always, Your Big Sis, Krystle

Amanda,

Not every little sister has a sister like you but I was blessed to have a wonderful one like you! I hope you have a great time in college. I really will miss you for the time you are gone.

Love Your lil sis, Tori
Sarah Wilbar

Sarah, you have come a long way since Burnell Elementary. We knew you could do it and we are so proud of you.

Love go always,
Mom, Dad, Bethany, Christina and Abbey

Nicholas Ives

Nicholas,

We’re so proud of you! Congratulations!

May your future be bright—full of hope, expectation, and happiness.

Love,
Mom, Dad, Mish and Matt

Rebecca Amaral

Rebecca,
You have always been the ‘spice’ of our life! XOXO

Love,
Mom, Dad, Rachel and Steph

Frank Rizzotti

Dear Frank,

We are so proud of you and all you’ve accomplished. The last four years at B-R have been stepping stones to build upon as you reach for your dreams in the future. We wish you success, love and happiness in everything you do.

Congratulations! Class of 2008

Love,
Mom and Dad
Brittany Connolly

We know you will succeed because of your strong will, self-confidence and determination. You are a beautiful young woman who will achieve your goals. We are truly proud of who you are and who you will become as you continue to grow.

We love you and will enjoy watching your dreams come true.

CONGRATULATIONS to you and the Class of 2008

Love you

Dad, Mom, Cady, Krista, Nina & Pops

Brittany Eldridge

Your wisdom, compassion, thoughtfulness, and ability to believe in yourself are only a small part of who you are. Use them wisely. Remember, the best things in life aren’t things... they’re people like you.

Love, Mom and Dad

Chrissy Winsor

Dear Chrissy,

To be yourself in a world that is constantly trying to make you something else is the greatest accomplishment.

-Ralph Waldo Emerson- 

Love, Mom and Dad
Sarah Maria Guilford
Sarah Maria,

My joy for you at this special moment will last a lifetime. You accomplished all the goals you set for yourself so many years ago. OUTSTANDING!!! I cherish all the great memories that we have. I know there will be many more memories and achievements for you to share with your family and friends. Always keep your enthusiasm for life. Good Luck with all your future endeavors. Love Ya, Mom

Granddaughter Sarah Maria,

You have accomplished so much Congratulations! Best Wishes for Good health and much happiness in the future. Lots of Love, Grandma

Congratulations, Sarah Maria! You did it!!! Class of 2008: This is truly great! And we just can’t wait to watch you graduate! A time to celebrate...YOU! With Warmest Wishes and Love, Aunt Kathy & Uncle Wayne.

Sarah,

Congratulations on your GRADUATION DAY. We are so proud of you for all your hard work and now you have your diploma. This is a major milestone that you will remember the rest of your life. Enjoy it. We wish you much success in all you do. Love, Aunt Lois, Uncle Earle & Matthew

Sarah,

Wine seen you grow into a fine young woman. Your future is before you. Make the right choices in your everyday life. You will succeed, just as you have with this graduation. It’s all in the planning!!! Love, Uncle Jack & Aunt Joan

Way to go Sarah! May all your dreams come true! Love, Mark, Amanda & Marissa

Congratulations Sarah! Be proud of all your accomplishments, we certainly are! High School was just the beginning... Great things lie ahead! Love, Ash & JR
Cassandra Mahtesian

Our princess then and now!
We love you Cassie.
Love
Dad, Mom & Tori

CONGRATULATIONS CLASS OF '08 – KEEP EXPECTING THE BEST!
C&C Photography

Congratulation to the class of 2008
140 Bay rd. Norton Ma. 20766 Phone: 508-285-5141
Congratulations Class of 2008
Baldie's Pizzeria
Pizza - Subs - Sandwiches - Salads - Pasta
755 Bedford Street
Bridgewater, MA
508-697-9711

T-N-T Driving School
Teaching you safety on the road is our driving force.

1893 Plymouth Street
Bridgewater, MA
781-344-1191

Best Prices - Best Service - Door to Door

The Stoneforge Tavern
Taste the Integrity

90 Paramount Drive
Raynham, MA
508-977-9840
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As the war in Iraq passes the four-year mark, tours of duty are lengthened and recruitment standards are relaxed.

To ease the mortgage crisis, the U.S. Senate passes legislation allowing homeowners with delinquent sub-prime mortgages to refinance into federally insured loans.

Several cities in the southeastern U.S. are mere months away from running out of water as drought conditions persist in the region.

Six men are trapped when a Utah coal mine collapses on August 6. Ten days later, the mine collapses again, killing three rescue workers. After four weeks the search ends.

The U.S. Postal Service issues a forever stamp featuring an image of the Liberty Bell. It will always be valid for first class postage on envelopes weighing one ounce or less.

During televised debates, Democratic and Republican presidential candidates answer tough questions submitted by voters via YouTube.

The Nobel Peace Prize is awarded to former Vice President Al Gore and the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, represented by Dr. Rajendra Pachauri, for their efforts to call attention to global warming.
Schools across the nation are thoroughly disinfected—and some are even shut down—to quell outbreaks of staph infections, including antibiotic-resistant strains.

In late October, Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger declares a state of emergency due to wildfires that burn more than half a million acres in southern California.

Dozens of tornadoes tear across Tennessee, Arkansas, Mississippi, Kentucky and Alabama on February 5, 2008, killing nearly 60 people.

American consumers lose their confidence in China’s manufacturers when children’s toys tainted with lead trigger widespread recalls.

The Nintendo “Wii-nomenon” sweeps the nation as the game console outplays the competition with sales of more than 13 million units.

In Littleton, Colorado, construction is completed on the $1.5 million Columbine Memorial to the 13 victims of the 1999 shooting at Columbine High School.

Writers hit the picket lines and television production is halted for months when the Writers Guild of America goes on strike to protest compensation policies for new media such as iTunes downloads.

On August 1, a six-lane I-35W bridge stretching across the Mississippi River in Minneapolis collapses into the river during the height of the afternoon rush hour.
People around the world cast more than 100 million online votes to determine the New Seven Wonders of the World. The winning wonders are announced at a gala in Lisbon.

More than 150 of the world’s leading music acts perform in concerts staged around the world for Live Earth, a star-studded event to draw attention to the global climate crisis.

Labour Party leader Gordon Brown succeeds Tony Blair as the new Prime Minister of the United Kingdom of Great Britain.

The melting of the Arctic Sea ice spurs an international network of climate scientists to conclude that global warming is indisputable, and that human activity has been causing temperatures to rise since 1950.

In December, Pakistani opposition leader Benazir Bhutto is assassinated following a political rally in Rawalpindi, Pakistan.

Tropical cyclone Sidr is the deadliest storm to hit Bangladesh in a decade. It destroys thousands of homes, ruins crops and forces more than a million villagers to evacuate.

The One Laptop Per Child Foundation launches a limited-time “Give One, Get One” program to spur donations of XO $100 laptops to children in developing nations.
U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson is the first female commander at the International Space Station.

Black bears make headlines in Utah, Wyoming and New Mexico as park rangers and wilderness homeowners report raids on backpacks, tents, trash cans and even kitchens.


Using mice, biologists develop a method to reprogram ordinary skin cells into all-purpose stem cells. This discovery is likely to have a positive impact on treatments for a number of diseases.

Crops are threatened when honeybee colonies in the U.S. and Europe suffer from Colony Collapse Disorder, losing up to 70 percent of their bees due to unknown causes.

In a medical experiment, salmonella germs take a ride on the space shuttle. When they return to Earth, the germs are far more lethal than their earthbound counterparts.

An excavation site in Argentina yields the fossilized remains of a previously unknown species of dinosaur, the Futalognkosaurus dukei, measuring more than 105 feet.
Social networking websites continue to surge in popularity. MySpace and Facebook remain dominant as the sites of choice for young people and inspire a host of innovative imitators.

Concerns about overweight dogs and cats hit the headlines. Veterinarians prescribe a regimen of fewer treats, more walks around the neighborhood and no people food.

The healthy growth trend for vitamin waters and other nutrient-boosted consumables continues with the introduction of specialized formulas for immunity, focus and more.

User-generated content grows more popular as network television shows, mainstream musical acts and wannabe media stars join amateur home moviemakers on YouTube. One of the most-watched videos of 2007 features a talking pianist.

Higher prices for coffee beans do not lessen the nation's craving for coffeehouses. Independents and chains alike continue to be popular with younger consumers.

Concerns over the environment and increasing energy costs create a growing consumer demand for energy-saving, long-lasting compact fluorescent light bulbs.

The Apple iPhone, with its revolutionary touch screen, packs mobile phone, camera, iPod, Web browser, email and IM capabilities into a sleek, portable package.
Cute and comfy baby doll jumper tops and dresses with button straps start as a summer trend and morph into fall fashion layered over close-fitting sweaters and matching tights.

The A-line silhouette comes to outerwear, as swingy trapeze coats become one of the year’s most surprising fashion must-haves.

Fashion takes a look back to the 1980s with the return of leg warmers, worn as an accessory with short skirts or skinny jeans and fashionable ballet flats or moccasins.

Quilted Vera Bradley handbags and totes sweep college campuses, sororities and high school hallways from coast to coast.

The ubiquitous, slouchy suede Ugg boot is reinvented with cozy knitted uppers that keep toes toasty and add a soft, tweedy, textured look to fall and winter ensembles.

Guys sport patterned hoodies that are worn alone or layered under jackets and blazers for an edgy, urban look.

Under Armour athletic apparel is a popular fashion choice for athletes both on and off the field.

Stephon Marbury inspires a host of celebrities, including Sarah Jessica Parker and Venus Williams, to battle the high-priced fashion industry by creating their own affordable apparel.

The craze for oversized leather bags—in metallic shades of copper, silver and gold—inspires a trend for matching footwear in daytime and nighttime looks.
Entertainment

The music video game Rock Band is released for Xbox 360 and PlayStation 3. Players perform together in virtual bands, using peripherals to hit notes as they scroll onscreen.

Even after lonelygirl15 is revealed as a fictitious character, her popular storyline continues for a full season as an Internet dramedy series on YouTube and MySpace.

After a two-year format war, Toshiba pulls its HD DVD product out of contention, leaving Sony Blu-ray as the sole next-generation successor to DVD.

Beading makes a comeback as a way to relax and creatively spend time with friends.

Large-scale multiplayer online gaming gives rise to virtual worlds where players interact via avatars and the computer-generated environment is similar to the real world.

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, the seventh and final book in the enormously popular series, is released. Its first U.S. print run is a record-breaking 12 million copies.

The music video game Guitar Hero III: Legends of Rock is released with a soundtrack of 71 playable songs. Slash and other real-life guitarists appear as in-game characters.

Even after lonelygirl15 is revealed as a fictitious character, her popular storyline continues for a full season as an Internet dramedy series on YouTube and MySpace.
Television

- The second season of NBC's Heroes continues the adventures of ordinary people with extraordinary powers and reveals more about the shadowy dealings of "The Company."

- High School Musical 2 becomes the highest-rated cable broadcast in the nation's history when 17.2 million U.S. viewers tune in to the Disney Channel for its debut.

- In the 36th season of CBS's The Price is Right, host Bob Barker retires and comedian Drew Carey takes over the helm at the world's second-longest-running game show.

- The NBC drama series Friday Night Lights, about a fictional high school football team, is taped documentary-style, without rehearsals, to give it a more authentic feeling.

- On The CW, Blake Lively portrays socialite teen Serena van der Woodsen in Gossip Girl, a drama series that follows the lives of prep school students from New York's Upper East Side.

- America Ferrera, who plays Betty Suarez on the popular ABC comedy-drama Ugly Betty, is the first Latina to win the Emmy for Outstanding Lead Actress in a Comedy Series.

- ABC's Dancing with the Stars rules the ratings thanks to popular celebrity participants such as Sabrina Bryan of The Cheetah Girls.

Favorite TV Shows:

[Blank lines for user to write in their favorite TV shows]
Shia LaBeouf portrays a teenager who is plunged into a high-tech battle between good and evil alien robots in Transformers, a live-action adaptation of the 1980s cartoon series.

A 90-minute episode of The Simpsons takes six years to make. The Simpsons Movie finally makes its big-screen debut and is a major hit.

Joel and Ethan Coen write and direct No Country for Old Men, a film adaptation of Cormac McCarthy’s bleak, moody modern western novel. The film receives eight Oscar nominations.
In *I Am Legend*, Will Smith is the last man alive in New York, after a man-made virus wipes out most of the world’s population and turns the survivors into dangerous mutants.

Matt Damon reprises his role as amnesiac CIA assassin Jason Bourne for *The Bourne Ultimatum*, the third film in the Bourne trilogy based on Robert Ludlum’s novels.

After a 19-year hiatus, Harrison Ford returns as Steven Spielberg’s adventurous archaeologist in *Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull*.

Tim Burton directs and Johnny Depp stars as the title character in *Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street*, an adaptation of the hit Broadway musical.

Using a combination of live action and animation, *Enchanted* tells the story of Giselle, a fairy-tale character seeking a “happily ever after” ending in modern-day Manhattan.

**Best Picture Oscar Nominations**

*Atonement*

*Juno*

*Michael Clayton*

*No Country for Old Men*

*There Will Be Blood*
Music

- Fergie continues to place singles from her triple-platinum solo album, The Dutchess, on the Billboard charts.

- Fall Out Boy headlines the Honda Civic tour, performs at Live Earth concerts and reaches the top of the charts with the release of their album Infinity on High.

- British singer Amy Winehouse brings back the beehive and wins five Grammy awards for her work on Back To Black.

- Canadian pop singer Feist enjoys soaring sales for her third solo album, The Reminder, after the single “1234” is featured in a commercial for the iPod nano.

- Rihanna records her third album, Good Girl Gone Bad, featuring Jay-Z and Ne-Yo. She receives six Grammy nominations.

- Newcomer Sean Kingston tops the U.S. Billboard Hot 100 and Pop 100 with “Beautiful Girls,” his first single from his self-titled debut album.

- Malibu singer-songwriter Colbie Caillat rises to stardom from MySpace. Her song “Bubbly” garners more than 31 million plays and her CD goes platinum.
Carrie Underwood releases her double-platinum second album, Carnival Ride, and contributes the Oscar-nominated song "Ever Ever After" to the soundtrack for the movie Enchanted.

After facing off at the MTV Music Awards, rapper rivals Kanye West and 50 Cent release albums on September 11 and vie for top sales. Kanye's Graduation is the victor.

Hip-hop artist T-Pain releases his second album, Epiphany. The album receives four 2008 Grammy nominations and the Vibe 2007 Song of the Year Award.

Radiohead invites listeners and fans to pay whatever they want for a digital download of their highly acclaimed seventh album, In Rainbows. A "discbox" edition, with standard CD and vinyl LP, is released in January 2008.

Punk-pop princess Avril Lavigne releases her third album, The Best Damn Thing, featuring "Girlfriend," her first No.1 single on the Billboard Hot 100.
Norwegian golfer Suzann Pettersen wins five LPGA events including her first major championship in a break out season.

Former Senator George Mitchell releases a list of Major League Baseball players, including seven MVPs and 31 All-Stars, under investigation for illegal use of steroids and other performance-enhancing drugs.

At X-Games 13, Ricky Carmichael wins the first MotoX Racing Circuit, Simon Tabron does back-to-back 90s in BMX Vert and Jake Brown survives a 40-foot fall.

The LSU Tigers pounce on Ohio State early on their way to a 38-24 victory. LSU is the first two-loss team to compete for and win the BCS National Championship.
California native Jimmie Johnson speeds to victory as the 2007 NASCAR Nextel Cup Champion, defeating his Hendrick Motorsports teammate Jeff Gordon by 77 points.

The Anaheim Ducks claim their first Stanley Cup, beating the Ottawa Senators in five games for the 2007 NHL championship.

Athletes from around the world train for the 2008 Summer Olympics in Beijing as the city prepares for the arrival of hundreds of competitors and millions of spectators.

The Anaheim Ducks claim their first Stanley Cup, beating the Ottawa Senators in five games for the 2007 NHL championship.

Belgian Justine Henin defeats Russian Svetlana Kuznetsova 6-1, 6-3 to win her second U.S. Open title in New York.

Power hitters Barry Bonds, Frank Thomas, Alex "A-Rod" Rodriguez, Craig Biggio and Jim Thome all achieve home run milestones in their Major League Baseball careers.

Brett Favre of the Green Bay Packers surpasses Dan Marino's touchdown pass record with number 422. 2007 NFL MVP Tom Brady of the New England Patriots sets the single regular-season mark for touchdown passes with 50.
Faces

Election '08 Candidates

After Super Tuesday primaries on February 5, 2008, the presidential race heats up among front-runners: Hillary Clinton, Mike Huckabee, John McCain and Barack Obama.

- Hillary Rodham Clinton
- Mike Huckabee
- John McCain
- Barack Obama


- In January 2008, Academy Award-nominated actor Heath Ledger, 28, is found dead in his Lower Manhattan apartment from an accidental overdose of prescription medication.

- Heartthrob Zac Efron, who came to fame with his performance in the first High School Musical, becomes an even bigger teen star with the release of High School Musical 2.

- The Best of Both Worlds tour, starring Miley Cyrus as Hannah Montana, sells out in every city, prompting ticket lotteries, heartbroken fans and scalping scandals.

- At London's Wembley Stadium, Prince William and Harry host the concert for Diana to commemorate the tenth anniversary of the death of their mother, the Princess of Wales.

- Multi-talented star Queen Latifah becomes the latest spokeswoman for Jenny Craig. Her message isn't about getting skinny, but about losing weight to reduce the risk of Type 2 diabetes.

- As Izzie Stevens on ABC's Grey's Anatomy, Katherine Heigl is a small-screen star. As Anne Fletcher in the comedy 27 Dresses, she conquers the big screen as well.
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